
Under 160 Team Report 

The County Under 160 team had two MCCU matches to play in the MCCU Zonal stage – a reduction 
from previous years. Unlike the Under 180 these were matches which we had to win rather than just 
play. Our opener was against Warwickshire who had previously downed us in the Under 180 and on 
this occasion we exacted a swift revenge.  Although once again we struggled on the upper boards 
where the top Warwickshire players again came out slightly to the good, on the lower boards we 
comprehensively beat out opponents scoring 7½-2½ on Boards 7-16 to give us an overall 10-6 
victory. 

The margin of this win meant that it would take an unlikely set of scores to prevent the county 
reaching the national stages and in our second match we faced current national champions, Greater 
Manchester.  Whilst the result was closer than the preceding match, a Notts win was never really in 
doubt as we took the lead and held on to a 9-7 victory, thus winning the Midland Under 160 title. In 
the final zone match Warwickshire beat Greater Manchester to become the second MCCU 
representative.  

In the national stages we were drawn against East Anglian representatives, Suffolk in the quarter-
finals on the same day that Notts Under 180 were playing against Cambridgeshire.  Nevertheless a 
strong Notts team was assembled for the match at Yelling.  We took an early lead but unfortunately 
Suffolk fought back strongly and it was relief to see Marcel Taylor’s opponent offer a draw which 
enabled us to halve the match and win on Board Count. 

In the semi-finals we faced Essex once again; this time at Sawtry.  In a match that could be dubbed 
the “what-if” match any number of factors could have given Notts a victory.  A list of missed 
opportunities both on and off the board meant that the match was eventually lost by the closest 
possible margin of 8½ -7½; the southern team progressing with a greater slice of fortune that we had 
in our quarter-final. What must by remembered is that despite certain games being labelled as 
“key”, at the end it was a match of sixteen boards and no one result should be picked out as the 
game that lost us the match.    

Could I again take this opportunity to thank everyone for their support over the season in 
representing the county, particularly those who provided transport as we had no games at home. I 
look forward to meeting you all again next season, when hopefully we can take the team on to the 
finals. 

 

Neil Graham  

 

   


